GENERAL COMPETITION RULES

- Contest open to participants age 5 and up
- Max four individuals per registration
- Contestant must supply their own LEGO materials for their entry
- Any LEGO product may be utilized, including Technic, Mindstorms, System Bricks, Duplo, and Modulex
- LEGO must be separated upon arrival, with all construction done during the contest provided build time
- You may bring design plans or photos to help with the construction as long as they are the participants original interpretation.
- All builds must be original
- Judging will be based on appearance, creativity, applicability to the theme, and degree of difficulty
- Build time will be from 3:00pm to 5:00pm
- Participants are not required to use the entire time allotted
- Judging will begin promptly at 5:00pm
- The design of each entry must reflect the theme provided
AGE SPECIFIC RULES

AGES 5-10

- THEME: “Play”
- PARTS COUNT: limited to no more than 200 pieces
- An adult chaperone may help with the build, but may not execute the majority of the build

AGES 11-15

- THEME: “Live”
- PARTS COUNT: limited to no more than 400 pieces

AGES 16-20

- THEME: “Work”
- PARTS COUNT: limited to no more than 500 pieces

AGES 21+

- THEME: “Memories”
- PARTS COUNT: Unlimited

AWARDS

- 1st Place will be awarded for each age bracket
- Additional Awards will be provided for:
  - “Best Use of Parts”
  - “Best in Show”
  - “Fan Favorite”
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